SEX
JAMS
TROUBLE, HONEY

LYRICS
BEAUTY IS A BEAST

SHARK VS. APPLE

yeah its youth we crawld in
and we were waving back at times
but there is no use to crawl in
cuz they will only shout goodbye

when the shark eats an apple
I will eat you very soft
we are a mismatch baby
I wont do you no harm

and the traces of lying
they just hang around in space
yeah I was taught in flying
but not in how to erase

I dont wanna get lost

bad tunes grow in this garden
I cut the sound with my embrace
I paint a picture of us
tomato sauce will make it look insane

I know you carry youth baby
I will heat you like the devil
I guess thats not enough
I am so in love
oh please dont get cheeky
I wanna be your shark
I am tough as old boots
I would wear you all the time
but I am a troubled heart honey
I could be your solution
no you r one of the badpack
but you have the wistful look
hey, you are just a stranger
I bet you taste good

and here it is the count off
mistakes I did again and again
but dont worry (I am a warrior), honey
so don‘t forget how to spell my name
the devil enters my soul, yeah yeah yeah
work it out just look back

NO NO!
SHOWER!
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NO NO!
SHOWER!
u really wanna fight
lets keep it violent
the world is wide
there will be no sleep
all the kids will weep
when we rush in
cuz we are two of a kind baby
lets shake history
I will keep you in memory
cuz we are two of a kind baby
sharing dangerous electricity

TWISTS AND TURNS
I am just fooling time
just let it pass by
just send you a smile
eyes that stare
they move so fast
they run lines up to shake the walls
hey you cant believe its called building trees
made of arrows
you cant let go its chain
I just hear the jingle line beats
and the rest will jangle itself

DEICER
harmony you child of shame
you beauty made of fraud
you cant conseal any longer
go merge with your crime
so up the leg it crawls
shelterless but ready to pick up
a gentle glimpse
and here it is again
the hop between the lines
is kickin in
yeah its you
that keeps me coming through
yeah its you
that keeps me hanging on
trick trick trick
I need a trick to speed up time so quick
mixed up words i cannot reconnect
to the final act
they get carried away by insects
kid K
water s coming down the walls
I wish it was
like a deicer

I am just walking by
just rolling the dice
not sure what is mine
I will never tear it apart
no stone will talk to you
yeah and rocks cannot fly away
hell and fish speak gently words
I wanna drink them from the streets
and the thing that tickles I told you
I mean its hard to not understand you
anyway

kid K

BOUNDING INTO
DISTANCE
you are one very welcome fish
in the deepest of your soul
right in the centre with yet no content
its hard to face a beat
bounding into the distance
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running wilder in the dark
got no destination
and nothing holds you back
and still there is something you always tried to
ignore
there is a wall
and the map wont reveal
the magic of this worn out core
it just beats a lifetime
you‘ve seen something like this happening
but forgot the wicked plot
slamming doors
smashing windows
and those weirdos dancing limbo
call it weakness till you sore
and the fear of attempt makes it easy to pretend
there is a wall
two riders on the the storm
they are coming back for me
two riders on the storm
haunting to be free
come storm walk with me
this must be the place

WE SEEK
time runs in time
goes out of time
your words in time could kill me dry
just not to touch you anymore
I never
no I will never change
no you should never change
I cope with it cuz its better off that I wont rely
on your friends and no one
I am a soldier I can move on
and I am wasting all your time

and now I guess I proved I am wrong
I gave you everything in the world and my
toast said forever
but you wont think about meeee
time runs time
could get you down
time runs in time goes out of time
time runs in time
keeps sounding really
on and on you say
oh I will never change
no you should never change
its your fault but we r getting older
I praise your time it is desire
you gave me everything the world just looks
great
I am waiting for that
you want me to explain my soul
I wont rely on ur friends and no one
I praise the end
I haze the town
I never wanted to stay
I put on the brakes
times runs in time goes out of time
your high on that just holds you down
just not to touch you anymore
I will never change
no i will never change
no you will never change
no you will never change
no you will never change
time runs in time
goes out of time
your words in time could kill me dry
just not to touch you anymore
I never no I will never change
no I will never change
no you should never
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I CALL MYSELF A
ROCKET
what
you master of what
you try to stop me
i am rolling over
no one can stop
I am a daughter
and a son

SCIENCE OF SHAPES
go and find a new calling,
cuz ur captured in nothing and
you cant see a thing
better talk to opossums while you
fly on my blossoms
down in eden and above
lets call it a way of control,
there is a lesson to know
let it go let it go

wow
I am father and a mother
a worker and a trainee
and a burglar in the streets
and I run behind the thieves
I am lover and a hustler
day and night

u could study the science of shapes,
maybe those in which the people live
cuz they r exactly calculated
equation I rely on this
yeah it is down in the gutter
where all your childhood
dreams where made
yeah its unfair
as u know that u never be satisfied

chew

ref.

I am a woman
I am a man
I am just doing
best that I can

rearrange the system that u r driving
its old and you cant handle it no more
I know
changes are a mystery
and life can kick in sometimes
and then the people
they are still dancing everywhere
in the middle of a square
as the wind comes and blows this all away

I am a woman
I am a man

SEPTEMBER
you run where the seashells are alive
and I run where buildings tremble wilde
by your side
bye my wild
by your side
my heart is beating wild
I don‘t wanna say goodbye my wild

for your life is a screw u would never
let it all just go
for your hearts in a rebel
for your hearts in a rebel
and you drive in a circle
and you kill all your reasons
and they wont let you begin
and you back and you forward
and you back and you forward
and you quit cuz u fear it
you will never see it anyhow
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JUST KIDS
sugartown you left me
on a wild wild trip
you became one of the ghosts
that shivered, scared the most
when its up to them
you are carrying all the trashbags
missing range of pieces
all the trashbags carried away
I see you driving you drive slow
feet on the ground
hands beatin silly sounds

WILD CURSE
I tune up with a little more
they kicked me out with a lil sword, hurting
thought that you were a superstitious god
my hands curl high
I aint cursed why should I
thought that you were a superstitious god
a superbug
but today I curse them with the wild
so that they can fly and reach a high that they
never felt before
and you are a pillow worth, you should never
touch the earth

and the dream of getting rich by the sea
you jolly days
when I think of them
how you shook em trough
yeah you shook em through
trembling on a wire
on this spoontwist grey gold land
grey gold land
and missiles fade
you are touching silver
long things grow
they will like us the most
in cukoosland
just kids
on a wire sore
feeling the breakdown floor
on a silverspoon line
youve gotta feel
in cuckoosland
just kids
just kids
just kids
just kids
just kids

come down, they said to me
so I came down to the shore
my brains thought of a different name
but they showed me another stranger
all talking superloud insane that run into my
vein so situated
and then I got bored so I tried to imagine how
birds smell
and Jeni fell asleep yeah right there on my
knees
and I had to take a pee a knife was touching
me
they say that they cannot fly
I bet they would never try
sure they will never fly away
we will never see you again
the earth needs its fire
cuz there is always water
I saw natural you
I saw natural me
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